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VEASEY, Chief Justice: 

In this appeal we affirm the judgment for defendant entered upon a defense verdict in 

an action for sexual misconduct and malpractice by a client against a lawyer. We hold 

that (1) the underlying claims against the lawyer for offensive touching and sexual 



harassment cannot be based on criminal statutes, although they could be the basis for a 

claim of intentional tort; (2) plaintiff was properly denied discovery of allegations of 

sexual misconduct with other clients of defendant; and (3) the Superior Court properly 

excluded testimony of a legal malpractice expert who was not familiar with the standard 

of care required of lawyers in the State of Delaware. 

Facts 

After her divorce in 1988, Ellen Brett hired Gerald Z. Berkowitz, Esquire to represent 

her before the Family Court with respect to ancillary matters. Berkowitz represented 

Brett from August 1989 through March 1991, whereupon Brett fired Berkowitz and filed 

a civil suit against him and the firm of Berkowitz, Schagrin, Coonin & Cooper, P.A. Brett 

alleged sexual misconduct and legal malpractice. She claimed that, over the course of 

her attorney-client relationship with Berkowitz, he rubbed her thigh, kissed her against 

her will and repeatedly suggested that they sleep together, all in violation of criminal 

statutes 11 Del.C. §§ 601 and 763(2). 1 Brett's legal malpractice claims were based on 

allegations that Berkowitz failed to advise her of a possible claim against her former 

husband for damages from physical abuse, and that Berkowitz negligently handled 

matters concerning property division. 

The discovery issue involved two interrogatories, by which Brett requested information 

relating to other clients, and a related deposition inquiry. The interrogatories were as 

follows: 

3. Provide the names and addresses of all clients who defendant Berkowitz has had any 

type of sexual contact with or who have made a complaint of any sexual contact 

regarding defendant Berkowitz. 



*512 5124. State all occasions on which any shareholders or partners of defendant law 

firm had any indication that defendant Berkowitz was having any type of sexual contact 

with any of his clients. 

The defendants objected to and refused to answer both interrogatories. In Berkowitz' 

deposition, he refused to answer a series of questions concerning sexual relations with 

clients, claiming that they were beyond the scope of discovery. 2 Plaintiff then filed a 

motion to compel answers to the interrogatories and deposition questions. Citing 

Superior Court Civil Rule 26(b)(1), plaintiff argued that such discovery had the potential 

to uncover other admissible evidence. Further, she argued that the evidence itself was 

admissible under Delaware Rules of Evidence 404(b) and 406. 

Disposition in the Superior Court 

In determining whether the information sought was relevant to Brett's claims, the court 

ruled as a threshold matter that Brett did not have a private cause of action under the 

criminal statutes for offensive touching and sexual harassment. Instead, the court 

determined that her claim was one of intentional infliction of emotional distress. 

The Superior Court found that information concerning Berkowitz' alleged relations with 

other clients was relevant to the issue of whether he sought sex from Brett. Nevertheless, 

noting that the disclosure requested by Brett was unique in that it implicated the 

substantial privacy interests of third parties, the court denied the motion to compel on 

the ground that the discovery was neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead 

to the discovery of admissible evidence. 3 

At trial, the Superior Court excluded the testimony of plaintiff's legal malpractice expert, 

Neil Hurowitz, and consequently directed a verdict in favor of the defendants as to both 

legal malpractice claims. The jury ruled in favor of defendants on the intentional 

infliction of emotional distress claim. 



The Nature of Plaintiff's Claim 

Resolution of the issue of what constitutes allowable discovery requires first and 

foremost a determination concerning the nature of plaintiff's action. We agree with the 

Superior Court's ruling that plaintiff may not rely on criminal statutes relating to 

offensive touching and sexual harassment as a source of her private cause of action in 

this case. 

A statutory private remedy will be available only if legislative intent to provide such a 

remedy is present. 4 A statute does not grant a private cause of action simply because the 

statute has been violated and a person harmed. 5Our task here is one of statutory 

construction limited solely to determining whether or not the General Assembly 

intended to create the private right of action asserted by Brett. 6 When a statute does not 

expressly create or deny a private remedy, the issue is whether or not the requisite 

legislative intent is implicit in the text, structure or purpose of the statute. 7 

Sections 601 and 763(2) of Title 11 provide criminal penalties for offensive touching and 

sexual harassment. But neither statute explicitly provides for a private right of action, 

and we can find no implicit evidence that the General Assembly intended to create such 

a right. In some cases, the intent to create a private remedy may be inferred where a 

statute was obviously enacted for the protection of a designated class of 

individuals. 8 Here, both statutes impose*513 513general prohibitions. This suggests that 

the statutes were enacted, not to create rights for a particular group of citizens, but to 

protect the public at large. The penal focus of Sections 601 and 763(2) cannot be 

stretched to include civil redress for personal damages. 9 Accordingly, we affirm the 

Superior Court's ruling that plaintiff's claim, if properly stated, would be for the tort of 

intentional infliction of emotional distress, and cannot be based on the criminal statutes 

asserted here. 

The Proper Scope of Discovery 



Intentional infliction of emotional distress may warrant a damages remedy in the 

absence of accompanying bodily harm, provided there is a showing of severe emotional 

distress caused by extreme and outrageous conduct. 10 The issue presented is whether or 

not the interrogatories and deposition questions fell within the liberal parameters of 

allowable discovery under Superior Court Rule 26(b). 11 

The information that Brett requested concerning Berkowitz' alleged relations with other 

clients was relevant to the issue of whether or not he behaved toward Brett in a sexually 

inappropriate manner. 12 Relevancy is a crucial test in determining the propriety of 

requested discovery under Rule 26(b), but it is not sufficient in cases where the 

discovery is otherwise objectionable on the ground that (1) it involves privileged subject 

matter or (2) it is neither admissible nor likely to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence. 

The Attorney-Client Privilege 

Brett seeks discovery of sensitive information concerning Berkowitz' relationships with 

former clients who are not parties to this litigation. Under the unique circumstances of 

this case, the mere disclosure of client identity betrays information that is usually the 

substance of confidential attorney-client communication. Compelling the information 

requested would improperly contravene the attorney-client privilege. 

The Superior Court correctly analyzed Brett's discovery request from two separate but 

interrelated perspectives. First, the Superior Court examined Brett's initial right to 

discover the names of a lawyer's other clients. Second, the Superior Court considered 

whether, if discovery of the names of Berkowitz' clients had revealed or led to evidence 

of similar relationships with other clients, such evidence would be admissible at the trial 

on the merits. 



The main purpose behind the attorney-client privilege is "to promote freedom of 

consultation of legal advisers by clients." 13 Delaware's attorney-client privilege is set 

forth in Section 502 of the Delaware Uniform Rules of Evidence. The general rule of the 

privilege is that: *514 514A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any 

other person from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of 

facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client (1) between himself 

or his representative and his lawyer or his lawyer's representative.... 14 

The privilege can be asserted by the client or by the lawyer acting on the client's behalf. 15 

As a general rule, the client's identity is incidental to the attorney-client relationship. 

Therefore, it is not usually protected from discovery under the attorney-client 

privilege. 16 Some courts protect the identities of clients in any case where the client 

whose identity is sought is not a party to the litigation. 17Moreover, protecting the 

identities of non-party clients has an important effect in preserving the flow of 

communication that underlies the attorney-client privilege. 18 

The information requested by Brett necessarily requires that the identity of Berkowitz' 

former clients be discovered. The privacy interests of persons who are not parties to this 

litigation should not be invaded, and we should not risk chilling the free flow of 

communication that the attorney-client privilege is designed to foster. 

A client's identity is privileged information in exceptional cases: (1) where revealing the 

identity would provide the "last link" in the chain of evidence leading to the conclusion 

that the client had committed a crime and (2) where the revelation of the client's 

identity would simultaneously reveal "confidential communications" between the lawyer 

and client. 19 

The "last link" exception originated in the Ninth Circuit case of Baird v. Koerner. 20 It is 

typically applied in situations where a client has been involved in wrongdoing that has 



attracted the attention of regulatory or law enforcement officials, but where the client's 

identity is unknown to those officials. The lawyer refuses to reveal the identity of the 

client because doing so may cause criminal charges to be brought against the client. 

Hence, the lawyer's identification is the "last link" necessary to inculpate the client in a 

crime. Accordingly, it has been held that, in "last link" situations, the client's identity is 

protected by the attorney-client privilege. 21 

The second established exception to permitting the disclosure of the client's identity is 

essentially an application of the privilege as enumerated in the rules of evidence. 

According to this "confidential communication" exception, "in unusual situations, 

particularly where so much is already known of the attorney-client relationship that to 

disclose a client's name will betray a confidential communication, the identity of a client 

may be treated as privileged information." 22 

*515 515In the instant case, Berkowitz is engaged in a general practice that includes the 

practice of domestic relations law. Brett's allegations stem from Berkowitz' 

representation of her in a divorce proceeding. In a reply brief submitted to the Superior 

Court in support of the motion to compel, Brett's counsel represented the following: 

What Plaintiff will show is a unique arrangement. Plaintiff will demonstrate through 

this evidence that the Defendant was in a position of trust with each of the women 

involved. He took each of these women in a particularly vulnerable position in their 

lives, when they were going through a divorce. He took their representation through 

either a very small or no monetary retainer fee. He would then obtain liens on their 

property, which property would necessarily also be property in which the opposing 

spouse would have an interest. The victims would then be placed in an extremely 

vulnerable position. As Defendant Berkowitz' representation of [these women] moved 

along and they became more dependent on him he would sexually harass his clients and 

move them towards a full sexual situation. 



Plaintiff also expects not to show that this occurred one, two or ten times, but in fact the 

numbers are expected to be staggering. This conduct of Defendant Berkowitz did go so 

far as to become a routine and habit and common place. * * * 

* * * Plaintiff expects to show that this conduct was well known to other members of the 

Defendant's law firm. Plaintiff expects to show that they either turned a blind eye to this 

or treated it as a joking type matter. In any event, they did nothing to attempt to correct 

this ongoing situation. 23 

In the context of Brett's request for disclosure, the mere revelation of the names of 

women whom Berkowitz represented would reveal the confidential communication that 

these female clients were seeking advice concerning a divorce. 

Matters involving divorce and domestic relations law are private concerns. Those 

involved may wish to keep confidential both the fact that they are involved in such 

matters and the information necessarily disclosed in the pursuit thereof. This privacy 

concern is evidenced by the safeguards followed in the Family Court regarding the 

general prohibition against the public disclosure of its records. 24 

Given the domestic relations emphasis of Berkowitz' law practice and the context of 

Brett's inquiry, compelling the answers at issue here would divulge facts that Berkowitz' 

other clients intended to keep confidential. The revelation of client identities in response 

to Brett's request for discovery would disclose simultaneously that those female clients 

were either considering divorce or in need of advice in a domestic relations matter. 

Because of the privacy interests of clients seeking advice in those areas, the disclosure of 

their identities would be a violation of the attorney-client privilege. 

Delaware Rules of Evidence 404(b) and 406 



The requested discovery in this case was objectionable on the additional ground that it 

was neither admissible nor likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

Plaintiff asserts that the contested interrogatory and deposition questions were directed 

toward confirming Berkowitz' relationships with third party clients and toward 

discovering "additional witnesses who will testify to *516 516same." The disclosure 

requested by plaintiff was not calculated to lead to the discovery of information different 

in nature from the information actually sought. Accordingly, we focus our inquiry on the 

admissibility of the evidence that was the subject of Brett's motion to compel. 

Brett argues that evidence of Berkowitz' prior sexual advances toward his clients is 

admissible under Delaware Rules of Evidence 404(b) and 406. 25Because the operation 

of these rules is limited to specified circumstances, we review the application of each to 

this particular case. Rule 404(b) allows for the admissibility of "other wrongs or acts" in 

civil cases for purposes other than to show propensity. 26 The key to whether or not 

evidence of other acts is admissible under the enumerated purposes of Rule 404(b) lies 

in the relationship that such evidence has to the ultimate fact or issue in the trial. 27For 

example, if an ultimate fact (such as identity or mistake) has been placed in issue, 

evidence of similar conduct toward other persons may be offered to disprove such 

contentions. 28 

Brett argues that evidence of Berkowitz' relations with previous clients is admissible 

under Rule 404(b) as relevant to her claim for an intentional tort to show motive, intent, 

plan and absence of mistake or accident. The various purposes for which Brett offers 

this evidence, however, do not speak to the issues at hand, as defined by the nature of 

her claim and the circumstances of this case. 

Plaintiff's claim raises the following concerns: (1) the nature of Berkowitz' behavior; (2) 

whether or not his behavior was intentional; and (3) the severity of Brett's reaction. 

Whether or not Berkowitz had motives of sexual gratification or establishing power over 

his clients is irrelevant to such concerns. Furthermore, to the extent Brett is able to 



establish Berkowitz' behavior toward her, the requisite intent may be inferred from that 

behavior, and "no evidential purpose is served by proof that the defendant committed 

other intentional [acts] of the same type." 29 

Similarly, any alleged evidence that Berkowitz had prior relations with other clients is 

not admissible to prove the presence of a plan or scheme within the meaning of Rule 

404(b). For prior acts to form part of a common plan, they must be so related to the 

present conduct as to be crucial to a full understanding of that conduct. 30 Mere 

repetition of sexual behavior is not evidence of a plan or scheme and may not be 

admitted under that exception.31 Finally, Berkowitz is not contending that his conduct 

resulted from mistake or accident. Thus, those elements are not in issue. In light of the 

nature of Brett's cause of action, the evidence she sought in her motion to compel does 

not fit any proffered exception in Rule 404(b). Instead, the evidence falls squarely 

within the category of prohibited character evidence. Accordingly, we hold that 

plaintiff's motion to compel was properly denied with respect to her claim of intentional 

infliction of emotional distress. 

Brett also argues that evidence of Berkowitz' prior relations with clients is admissible 

under Rule 406 on the ground that it constitutes habit. We find that this argument 

misconstrues the nature of habit evidence. To be probative, evidence presented 

under *517 517Rule 406 must consist of specific, "semi-automatic" conduct that is 

capable of consistent repetition. 32Berkowitz' alleged sexual behavior toward his clients, 

in that it entails some amount of judgment and decisionmaking, is too complex and is 

susceptible to too much variation to qualify as habit evidence. Insofar as Berkowitz' 

alleged prior conduct is being presented to show that he acted in conformity with a 

certain character, it is inadmissible under Rule 404(b). 33 

 

Punitive Damages 



The information requested by Brett does not fall within the parameters of allowable 

discovery under Rule 26(b) with respect to her claim for intentional tort. Certain cases 

evidencing willful misconduct and reckless disregard on the part of a tortfeasor may 

warrant an award of punitive damages. In some circumstances, the reckless indifference 

necessary for such an award "also may be inferred from evidence of the defendant's 

prior behavior toward persons not the eventual plaintiff." 34 Although there are cases in 

which evidence of a defendant's prior behavior toward other persons is relevant and 

discoverable with respect to the issue of punitive damages, this is not such a case. 

In light of our decision here that the requested information would impermissibly reveal 

the identity of nonparty clients and allow inferences that are normally the subject of 

confidential communications, the discovery requested by Brett was privileged and 

properly disallowed by the Superior Court for purposes of punitive damages as well as 

for purposes of the underlying claim. 35 

The Exclusion of Brett's Expert Witness 

Plaintiff's final issue on appeal concerns the exclusion of the testimony of her legal 

malpractice expert. In medical malpractice cases, Delaware statutory and case law have 

required that expert witnesses be familiar with the applicable standard of care in the 

locality where the alleged malpractice occurred. 36 Plaintiff argues that, in the absence of 

an analogous statute addressing expert witnesses and legal malpractice claims, the 

Superior Court erred by excluding the testimony of Neil Hurowitz on the ground that 

Hurowitz, despite his substantial experience and credentials, was not sufficiently 

familiar with the standard of care required of lawyers in the State of Delaware. 

The requirement that an expert witness be familiar with community standards in 

medical malpractice cases is founded on the desire to eliminate "wandering experts" 

who testify in mercenary fashion. 37 Although competency requirements are not designed 



to preclude all testimony from out-of-state experts, expert witnesses must be "well 

acquainted or thoroughly conversant" with the degree of skill ordinarily employed in the 

local community. 38 In cases where an expert is familiar with a different locality where 

the standard of care is identical to that observed in the relevant Delaware locality, 

another expert may provide bridging testimony to reconcile the two standards. 39 

We hold that the policies underlying the requirement that medical malpractice experts 

be competent to testify concerning the *518 518standard of skill and care ordinarily 

employed in the relevant community apply equally to experts in legal malpractice 

cases. 40 Here, the Superior Court ruled that Hurowitz' knowledge of Delaware law did 

not automatically provide the requisite familiarity with the standard and degree of skill 

applicable to Delaware lawyers. In the absence of any showing of such familiarity, and 

without bridging testimony to harmonize the standard of care in Hurowitz' locality with 

that of Delaware, we hold that the expert testimony was properly excluded. 

Conclusion 

The judgment of the Superior Court is affirmed. 

--------------- 
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